Correction to: Hyperlipidemia and Reduced White Matter Hyperintensity Volume in Patients With Ischemic Stroke

In the article by Jimenez-Conde et al, “Hyperlipidemia and Reduced White Matter Hyperintensity Volume in Patients With Ischemic Stroke,” which published online on February 22, 2010, and appeared in the March 2010 issue of the journal (Stroke. 2010;41:437–442. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.109.563502), a correction was needed.

On page 437, the corresponding author has been changed from Natalia Rost to co-corresponding authors Natalia Rost and Jordi Jimenez-Conde as shown below:

Correspondence to Natalia Rost, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital, 175 Cambridge St, Ste 300, Boston, MA 02114, E-mail nrost@partners.org, and Jordi Jimenez-Conde, MD, PhD, Barcelona Biomedical Research Park (Office 162), Doctor Aiguader, 88, 08003 Barcelona, Spain, E-mail jjimenez@imim.es

This correction has been made to the current online version of the article, which is available at http://stroke.ahajournals.org/content/41/3/437.
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The online version of this article, along with updated information and services, is located on the World Wide Web at:
http://stroke.ahajournals.org/content/48/8/e241
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